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of NVIDIA Ethernet switches, purpose-built to accelerate data center fabrics. With 
port speeds spanning from 10 to 800 gigabits per second (Gb/s), the SN5000 series 
switches deliver accelerated Ethernet to every data center without compromising 
performance or feature set.

The SN5000 series is ideal for enabling cloud-scale infrastructures for data centers 
of any size. SN5000 switch systems provide high performance, consistent low 
latency, and support for advanced data center networking features, making them 
ideal for cloud networks and end-to-end data center fabrics.

performance. SN5000 switches are built to accelerate clouds and power NVIDIA 
platforms, including the NVIDIA Spectrum-X networking platform, NVIDIA EGX™, 
NVIDIA DGX™, NVIDIA HGX™, and NVIDIA OVX™, and AI software tools such as 
NVIDIA AI Enterprise and NVIDIA LaunchPad. 

As part of the Spectrum platform, SN5000 systems are pretested and prevalidated 
with NVIDIA’s full portfolio of Ethernet networking technology, including NVIDIA® 

compatible with standard Ethernet fabrics, the end-to-end switch-to-host solution 
is critical to powering accelerated workloads, delivering the high performance and 
innovative features needed to supercharge AI and cloud-native applications at scale.

SN5000 switches are also a key component of the NVIDIA Spectrum-X networking 
platform. This platform integrates Spectrum-4 Ethernet switches with BlueField-3 

AI. This unique design accelerates generative AI network performance, boasting 
a 1.6X improvement over traditional Ethernet fabrics. Additionally, Spectrum-X 
ensures consistent and predictable outcomes for thousands of simultaneous AI 

trust security. For cloud service providers, this translates into faster AI solution 
development, quicker deployment, and accelerated time to market, ultimately 
enhancing their return on investment.

 >

bandwidth 

 > Fully shared packet buffer 
provides a fair, predictable, 
and high-bandwidth data path

 >  
cut-through latency

 > Accelerated remote direct-
memory access (RDMA) over 

built on Ethernet

 >
LAN (VXLAN) scale

 >

match (LPM) routes, host routes, 

and tunnel applications
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With a bidirectional switching capacity of 51.2 terabits per second (Tb/s), SN5000 

with feature-rich layer-2 and layer-3 forwarding, ideally suited for both leaf and 
spine and suitable for replacing modular chassis switches. SN5000 switches provide 
full wire-speed performance with ultra-low cut-through latency, leveraging the fully 

of SN5000 systems, thousands of hosts can be connected in a two-tier network 
architecture while maintaining minimal port-to-port latencies. Adding a wide range 
of innovations in the areas of programmability, telemetry, and tunneling, the NVIDIA 

centers. With a range of system form factors and a rich software ecosystem, 
NVIDIA SN5000 series allows you to pick and choose the right components 
for your data center.

SN5400

double density (QSFP-DD) connectivity in combinations from 1 to 400GbE and boasts 
a total throughput of 25.6Tb/s, making it ideal for 400G data center fabrics.

SN5600

 

and enables both standard leaf/spine designs with top-of-rack (ToR) switches 
 

in combinations of 1 to 800GbE and boasts an industry-leading total 
throughput of 51.2Tb/s.

The NVIDIA Spectrum SN5000 series of Ethernet switches is designed with the 
following features for high availability:

 >

 >

 > Ethernet VPN (EVPN) multi-homing

 >

 >

 >

from the basic input and output system (BIOS) to the network operating system 
(NOS). Any attempt to run an altered component or image that wasn’t originally 
signed by NVIDIA is automatically blocked, ensuring the safest network 
installation within data centers.

SN5400 switch image

SN5600 switch image

 >  

 > Advanced network virtualization 
with high-performance, single-
pass VXLAN routing

 >
translation (NAT)

 > Programmable pipeline that can 
programmatically parse, process, 
and edit packets

 >
VXLANsec encryption 

 > Secured switch offerings via 
hardware root of trust

 > NVIDIA What Just Happened® 
(WJH) telemetry dramatically 
reduces mean time to issue 
resolution

 > Hardware-accelerated histograms 
powered by NetQ track and 
summarize queue depths at 
submicrosecond granularity

 > Inband network telemetry (INT)

 > Streaming telemetry

 >
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®  
enables advanced automation, customization, and scalability using web-scale 

for building data center networks ideally suited to diverse business needs. And it’s 

operations like the world’s largest data center operators, unlocking web-scale 
networking for businesses of all sizes.

 
open-sourced, hardware-agnostic NOS, perfect for preventing vendor lock-in 

and support that best guarantee success. NVIDIA is proud to guide the direction 

 

for Ethernet switches (switchdev).

The NVIDIA Air infrastructure simulation platform creates digital twins of SN5000 
switch systems (as well as the rest of the Spectrum portfolio). The digital twin 
includes logical instances of every switch and cable, so it can be used to validate 
security policy compliance, automation processes, monitoring tools, interoperability, 
and upgrade procedures. The digital twin is key to transforming network operations 
models, allowing IT architects and infrastructure specialists to deploy and update 
networks up to 95 percent faster through continuous integration and continuous 

NVIDIA NetQ

NVIDIA NetQ™ is a highly scalable network operations toolset that provides visibility, 
troubleshooting, and validation of networks in real time. NetQ delivers actionable 
insights and operational intelligence about the health of data center networks—from 
the container or host all the way to the switch and port—enabling a NetDevOps 
approach. NVIDIA NetQ is the leading network operations tool that utilizes telemetry 

reducing mean time to innocence (MTTI) and network downtimes.
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solid balance of performance, virtualization, telemetry, and scalability capabilities.

 

fair, and bottleneck-free data path for mission-critical applications. In addition, 
Spectrum-4 provides the most advanced and innovative feature set yet. 

 
and end-to-end nanosecond-level timing precision from switch to host.

operators to proactively manage issues and reduce mean time to recovery (MTTR) 

underlying silicon and software capability to provide granular and event-triggered 
information about infrastructure issues. In addition, Spectrum-4’s rich telemetry 
information is readily available via open APIs and tools such as gNMI that can be 

 
its compute and network building blocks need to be agile. Spectrum-4 includes 

virtualization without compromising on performance or scale. Spectrum-4 has 
a programmable pipeline and a deep packet parser and editor that can process 

routing and bridging. In addition, Spectrum-4 supports advanced virtualization 
features such as routing and NAT.

supports unprecedented scale for forwarding tables, counters, and policies. 

allowing up to 512,000 entries to be dynamically shared across media access 
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SN5600 SN5400

  

64 -

821 64

256 821 

256 256

256 256

821 821 

 1 2

51.2Tb/s 25.6Tb/s

33.3Bpps 33.3Bpps

SSD memory BG061 BG061 

BM061 BM061 

RJ45 RJ45

RJ45 RJ45

Reverse Reverse

Frequency: 50–60Hz 
Input range: 208–264Vac

Frequency: 50–60Hz 
Input range: 208–264Vac

 
(D)



Safety

5–85%

0–3,050m

RoHS compliant

A minimum of one year of  is required when 
purchasing NVIDIA Spectrum SN5000 switches. 

 >
Enterprise Support Portal, advanced return material authorization (RMA), and more.

 > Add-on services—including installation, configuration, technical account manager, 

For details, visit the .

Details of the NVIDIA Spectrum SN5000 series switches are available in the 
.

 > For details on NVIDIA cables and transceivers, visit the 
.

 > Some transceivers may require higher than typical power delivery. Please refer 
to the  for detailed information on switch 
ports' power specifications.

including product specifications and ordering information, 
refer to the 
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